DNA cloning without restriction enzyme and ligase.
One common problem in using the traditional DNA cloning procedure is that suitable natural restriction sites are often unavailable for a given task. Creating new restriction sites is often time consuming. Here, I describe a simple technique of producing "customized cohesive ends" by a combination of PCR primer design and lambda exonuclease digestion. These complementary cohesive ends can form hybrids to link two sequences. Because the overhangs created by lambda exonuclease are slightly longer than the complementary sequence, after hybrid formation, a stretch of single-strand gap remains, which then is repaired by Klenow (3'-->5' exo-) enzyme. The repair process also stabilizes the linkage. Because of the independence from natural or artificial restriction sites, this method allows rapid and precise insertion of one DNA fragment into another at virtually any position. It also simplifies the planning of a cloning strategy, increases recombinant frequency and is suitable for automation.